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For more than 30 years, Lazzari has proposed an avant-garde approach to dressing and a 
range of well-researched and alternative accessories, discovered and promoted emerging 
fashion designers, as well as those of the griffe.
With preparation, innovation in mind, accompanied by the desire to improve the service of-
fered to his clients, the new Lazzari shop was opened in 2001. From the previous location in 
Calmaggiore Street, to the present location in “Le Canoniche Nuove”, the ‘new rectories’, is 
an advanced conceptual space: a gallery interacts with the concept store, the elements that 
characterize it and the works of talented artists, an atmosphere capable of proposing body 
care products and cosmetics, clothing and accessories, side by side.
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AFFAIRS  Test Mex: how doing 
less made Mexico City safer
BUSINESS Centrefold! 
The Monocle blueprint for 
creating a better place to buy
CULTURE Al Jazeera Jrs: the 
rising Arabic news channels 
and Israel’s big airwaves bid
DESIGN Go the distance: the 
e-bike’s fresh ascent
EDITS Antinori’s architecture, 
Alison Goldfrapp’s last meal 
and a prawn on the lawn

Know your market – meet the 
players who are reinventing retail

SPECIAL REPORT  of who’s spending and splurging and 
what they want – and why bricks and mortar stores are here to stay

&

BE FRESH
Stores need 
to evolve: 

new, the 
unseen.

BE NICE
Service is 
what gets 
people
spending.
Smile.

BE SL OW
Shops are 
about real 
experience, 
not tech 
wizardry.

BE L OCAL
Shop-
keepers 
can be 
good civic 
leaders.

BE TIDY
Keep your 
aisles and 

clear and 
concise.

Style
Directory
2013

From Toronto to 
Südtirol, Fukuoka to 
São Paulo, Monocle 
introduces the brands, 
designers and buyers 
who have mastered 
the art of the sell.

HOW TO MAKE 
RETAIL W ORK

I’m glad they’ve 
got a carry-

to-car valet. I 
don’t want a 

ruf�ed pochette.
See page 107

Go careful on 
the cookies or 
you’ll need to 
try the trouser 
altering service.
See page 109
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Best made-in-Italy selection
Lazzari, Treviso

Lazzari is the local must-see retailer 
for quality Italian-made menswear 
and womenswear. Most of the offer is 
home-grown, courtesy of brands Golden 
Goose, Label Under Construction, Il 
Bisonte, Carol Christian Poell, Guidi and 
Boboutic. “Even at this time of global 
uncertainty, Italy remains an innovator 
in the fashion industry bringing great 
labels to the sector,” says owner Italo 
Lazzari, who opened the shop in 2001. 
The venture has steadily expanded its 
collection since, adding cosmetics, home 
accessories and international books and 
magazines – plus its own yearly fashion-
focused publication, Mug. — aim
lazzariweb.it

Best new 
cosmetics shop
MDC, Berlin

Last autumn, Melanie dal 
Canton, the managing 
director of Berlin’s most 
famous concept store 
Andreas Murkudis, embarked 
on her own project – MDC 
Cosmetic. “I wanted to 
design a shop dedicated to 
holistic care, one that would 
display beauty products in 
a new way; but also with 
specialists on hand to advise 
customers,” says dal Canton. 
MDC Cosmetic’s Knaack-
strasse store was designed by 
architecture practice Gonza-
lez Haase with whitewashed 
walls and soft green hues 
allowing the products to 
speak for themselves. Brands 

include skincare by Santa 
Maria Novella, Perricone 
MD and Susanne Kaufmann 
alongside less conventional 
accessories such as cash-
mere hot water bottles, silver 
soap dishes, scented candles 
and nutritional supplements. 
Most products are made 
by small manufacturers 
using recipes handed down 
through generations. On-site 
treatments include facials, 
massages and alternative 
Chinese therapies. — AVF
mdc-cosmetic.com
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Best footwear 
newcomer

Stefan Rechsteiner
Co-founder of Velt
Uster, Switzerland

Stefan Rechsteiner and 
Patrick Rüegg started men’s 
casual footwear label Velt last 
year. Designed in Berlin and 
manufactured in the Swiss 
town of Uster, the debut 
collection won this year’s 
Swiss Federal Design award. 
All shoes are handmade 
with hides sourced from 
Argentina while the final 
leather tanning process takes 
place in Croatia.

What is the style of the 
first collection?
It’s all about simplicity and 
reduction, combining the 
concept of a classic leather shoe 
with that of a sneaker – we 

tend to avoid extra elements 
and patterns. Today’s genera-
tion grew up with sneakers so 
we wanted to design something 
that could be worn every day.

How does Velt reinterpret 
this classic style?
We studied product design 
and like to reconstruct the 
traditional making of men’s 
footwear. For example, the 
soles of our shoes are made in 
a classic way, but then we’ve 
experimented with materials 
like rubber and even cork. 

Future plans?
We have contracts with 
new shops in Germany and 
Switzerland and next year’s 
collection will feature cut-outs 
and woven leather. — avf
velt.ch
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Best fastener
YKK, Tokyo

Open a handbag or carry-on 
luggage by Europe’s top 
luxury brands and chances 
are the zip is made by YKK. 

Fail-safe zippers for bags, 
dresses, jeans, car seat covers 
and air-tight space suits are 
a specialty for the 79-year-
old Japanese company. 
Each piece, from its teeth 
to the pull-tab, is designed 
to match the item it will be 
sewn onto. Excella, YKK’s 
top model and a mainstay 
of Europe’s fashion industry, 
has been around since 1987 
but it’s hardly remained the 
same. YKK’s lab in Vercelli, 
Italy – one of 10 research 

and development centres 
globally – is constantly mak-
ing tiny adjustments to the 
weight, shine, texture, shape, 
colour, size and strength 
for key customers. Today 
YKK has yearly revenues of 
€4.4bn and an estimated 40 
per cent global market share. 
Its fastest-growing markets 
are in Asia – Vietnam, Ban-
gladesh and China – where 
many fast-fashion brands 
base their factories. — KH
ykk.com

Best traditional textiles
Gi, Fukuoka

In an era of fast fashion, designer Shuji 
Koda (pictured) is banking on a tradition-
ally dyed textile, kurume gasuri, which 
dates back to the late 18th century. He 
works with 15 local makers who dye 
items by hand and weave the cotton on 
mechanical looms. The textiles make 
jackets, trousers, dresses, scarves and 
bags that Koda sells at Gi. — jt
gikame.com
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Best denim revival
Hiut Denim, 
Cardigan, Wales

Denim manufacturing
has been taking place in 
Cardigan, Wales, for over 40 
years. Of its 4,000 residents, 
10 per cent were employed 
in producing jeans before 
the gates of the town’s main 
employer, a factory owned 
by British manufacturer 
Dewhirst, shut in November 
2002 and doubled the area’s 
unemployment overnight. 
The closure meant lucrative 
local production went from 
35,000 pairs of jeans a week 
to nothing. 

A decade on, entrepreneur 
David Hieatt decided to bring 
denim production back to 
the Teifi estuary. 

Hiut’s five-strong team 
quickly doubled in size to 
10 after setting up in 2011 
and the town’s heritage 
means its seasoned staff 
share 200 years of industry 
experience. Using denim 
sourced from Kuroki in 
Japan and Isko in Turkey, 
Hieatt’s vision is simple; to 
make premium jeans and 
repair Cardigan’s fortunes 
in the process.

Hieatt remains pragmatic 
about the challenges. “We’re 
not going to build a global 
denim brand on sentiment 
alone. We’re going to have 
to have ideas,” he says. 

Although Hiut is some 
way off generating the £1m 
(€1.2m) a week the industry 
used to provide the local 
economy, the hundred pairs 
of jeans Hieatt makes a week 
and the strong reception his 
products have had in the UK 
and Japan show a grow-
ing confidence in bringing 
manufacturing back to the 
Ceredigion coast. — JAF
hiutdenim.co.uk

The store was born with the hope of interlacing over thirty years of
knowledge and experience in the fashion sector, coordinated
to continually innovate the reality of classic retail experience.
This offer, communication, space, and preparation
are the results of a research of a global level.

Monocle #67: Top 25 Shops (oct. 2013)

Sportswear International - Retailer of the week (oct. 2013)

PR contact:
Lazzari s.a.s.
attn. Steven Crosato
via Paris Bordone 14-16
31100 Treviso - Italy

ph: +39 0422410771
fax: +39 0422545456
email: store@lazzariweb.it
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Born in 2001 as a special container for hints and trends from the whole world, the magazine has 
evolved over the years into a publishing project that can condense technical, social and historical 
contributions – like the ones it offers in showcases that go deep into the history and the evolu-
tion of a specific accessory or item of clothing – and more specifically editorial articles on new 
brands and up-and-coming stylists. Each issue focuses on the most updated retail realities,
world fashion areas and emerging fashion district; a special report is each time devoted to a
different fashion professionals. In addition to a whole section on art, design and creativness, Mug 
offers a selection of the most important exhibition events in the field of clothing.

® Back in the Days 
Lanificio f.lli cerruti & nigel CaBourn
innovative sensiBility

Year 13 issue #23 – JULY 2013 
A YEARLY MAGAZINE
Spedizione in A.P. – 70% – DCI – TV
registrazione del Tribunale di Treviso
n. 1141 del 26/09/2001

Free   –   Year 13 #23

Mug is a free yearly magazine 
focused on fashion, clothing 
and all that has the power to 
influence people’s lifestyles.

PR contact:
Mug Magazine
attn. Steven Crosato
via Paris Bordone 14-16
31100 Treviso - Italy

ph: +39 0422598564
fax: +39 0422545456
email: info@mugmagazine.com
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